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Minerals play a critical role in maintaining the optimal activity and structural integrity of metabolic enzymes 
required for cellular respiration including the regulation of body functions, keeping the body healthy and 
promoting resistance to disease [1].  As a group, minerals are one of the four groups of essential 
nutrients; the others are vitamins, essential fatty acids, and essential amino acids [2, 3].  Mineral LogicTM 
offers pure water extracted trace mineral supplement MLG-50TM, a natural source fulvic-acid extract, that 
contains a full spectrum of approximately 70 minerals, 33 naturally occurring organic acids including 
amino acids, trace minerals, trace elements, and electrolytes.   
 
A study on 207 Cornish Rock Straight Run chickens was performed to determine the health benefits 
(growth, feathering, and immune robustness) of supplementing the drinking water with MGL-50.  
Hatchlings were divided into three groups.  All three groups were fed Purina Chicken & Grow Sunfresh, 
18% protein (Figure 1.), available at all times throughout the six-week study.  It is important to note that 
the Purina Chicken feed contains calcium, phosphorus and, sodium as the only trace mineral supplement.  
None of the chickens received hormones, antibiotics, injections, or arsenic to enhance their growth and 
maintain health for the duration of the study.  The baby chicks were housed at 95°F for the first week, and 
the temperature gradually decreased to 75-80°F as the chickens lost their down and developed feathers.  
Chickens were free to move out and about from beneath the heat lamp to find a spot where the 
temperature was most comfortable. Fresh pine shavings were added daily after soiled ones were 
removed.   

 
Group I was the control group and consisted of 47 
chickens that received poultry feed and water.  
 
Group II consisted of 80 chickens that received 
poultry feed and water supplemented with 
1mL/gallon of MLG-50.   
 
Group III consisted of 30 chickens that received 
poultry feed and water augmented with 2ml/gallon 
MLG-50.  
 
 

The well water used for the chickens is checked quarterly by the Alabama Department of Health and 
surpassed all requirements for safe drinking water. Water was changed and supplemented daily for 
groups II & III, and control group I received daily changes in water only.   
 
The weight of the chickens was recorded at 2, 4 and 6 weeks of age respectively.  Daily observations 
were performed on chickens of all groups.  Three or more chickens were sacrificed from each group at 2, 
4, and 6 weeks of age to examine for any gross abnormalities or signs of disease.  The Bursa of Fabricius 
(a lymphoid organ) was removed from each of the sacrificed chickens, and the bursae were examined for 
signs of immune stimulation.   
 
 
 

Figure 1.  Ingredients of Purina Chicken & Grow 
Sunfresh, 18% protein poultry feed.  



Observations of Overall Health 
 
Respiratory distress was identified in 20 of the chickens from the control Group I during the 5th week of 
the study, whereas no signs of respiratory distress were observed from either Group II & III receiving the 
MLG-50 supplement.   
 
Respiratory distress is a sign of an underlying disease in chickens that left untreated will lead to death [4].  
To prevent the Group I chickens with respiratory distress from further deterioration they were switched to 
water supplemented with 2 ml/gallon MLG-50.  Within 5 days all the chickens with respiratory distress 
from Group I recovered and excluded from the remainder of the study.  Therefore, the control Group I 
consisted of 27 chickens during the 5th week of study.  The overall average body weight of the chickens at 
2, 4, and 6 weeks, for Group I, II and III respectively, were 11.8, 12.2, and 12.1 ounces; 2.42, 2.43 and 
2.40 pounds; and 4.99, 5.27 and 5.29 pounds. 
 
 
Feathering 
 
At 2 weeks of age feathering, first noted on the wings and tails, was significantly more advanced in the 
chickens receiving 1 or 2ml/gallon MLG-50 as compared to the control group.  Images of the chickens 
depicting advanced feathering are shown at 2 and 4 weeks of age, as compared to the control group  
(Figures 2 & 3.). Differences in the feathering pattern in chicks at 6-weeks of age were not 
photographically distinct.  However, palpitation of the feathers of each group indicated denser feathering 
on the chicks supplemented with MGL-50 as compared to the control group.  Moreover, dosing MGL-50 
applied to the drinking water at two different concentrations, did not appear to contribute to differences in 
feathering between Group II & III. 

Figure 2.  Images of 2-week-old chicks showing advanced wing 
and tail feathering in Group II and III supplemented with MGL-50 
(2a, 2b and 2c) as compared to Group I that received no MGL-50 
supplementation (1a, 1b, and 1c). 

Figure 3.  Images of 4-week-old chicks showing 
advanced wing and tail feathering in Group II 
and III supplemented with MGL-50 (4a) as 
compared to Group I that received no MGL-50 
supplementation (3b). 
	



 
 
Immune Health  
 
At 6 weeks of age, the chickens from all three control groups were weighed and harvested.  All chickens 
were healthy, and, upon careful inspection of the viscera, no signs of disease or pathology were present.   
 
Histological sections of the Bursa of Fabricius from chickens at 2, 4, and 6 weeks of age in Groups I, II 
and III was harvested and compared microscopically.  The Bursa of Fabricius is a specialized organ that 
is necessary for immune cell development in birds.  The number and size of the lymphocyte B-cell type 
cells, involved in immune function, is an indicator of overall immune health and plays an essential role in 
humoral immunity. Large B-cells were stimulated in the Bursa of Fabricius in Groups II & III with more 
significant stimulation of the B-cells in chickens supplemented with 2 ml/gallon MGL-50 in Group III as 
compared to Group II supplemented with 1 ml/gallon MGL-50.  Smaller B-cells were observed in the 
unsupplemented Group I as compared to both Groups II & III. 
 
 
Discussion 
 
This study conclusively demonstrates that supplementation with MGL-50, at either concentration, 
dramatically improves the overall health of the Cornish Rock Straight Runs as compared to those 
receiving no trace mineral supplementation.  By the end of the study, the body weights of chickens 
receiving trace mineral supplementation were 5% (Group II) and 6% (Group III) heavier than chickens 
without trace mineral supplements.   
 
Moreover, chickens receiving trace minerals had significantly advanced feathering, increased weight, and 
stimulation of B-cells, as compared to the control group, and are indicators of excellent overall health.   
 
Furthermore, the Group I chickens suffering respiratory distress were brought back to health within 5 days 
after receiving trace mineral supplements.  This result is remarkable and further supports the notion that 
trace element supplements support humoral health.   
 
The Purina Chicken & Grow Sunfresh, 18% protein poultry feed is supplemented with only 4 trace 
elements, calcium, phosphorous, sodium, and chloride and 2 amino acids, lysine, and methionine, known 
to be essential for growth.  However, it is known that five major minerals are essential for the normal 
biological function and growth including, phosphorous, calcium, potassium, sodium and magnesium.  
Moreover, indispensable trace elements are also essential and include sulfur, iron, chloride, cobalt, 
copper, zinc, manganese, iodide, and selenium [2].  It is clear from this study that the lack of the full 
complement of trace element supplementation in the chicken feed significantly compromised the overall 
health of the chickens.  It would be of great benefit to the poultry industry to supplement chicken feeds 
with trace minerals such as MGL-50.  Supplementation would provide greater profitability to the poultry 
industry by preventing loss due to disease, environmental stress and by obtaining a significant increase in 
broiler weight in a considerably reduced period. 
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